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There are different conditions. are. Can understand the relationship. In object oriented programming (OOP) object oriented programming we write programs using classes and objects down= into= smaller= sub-problems= and= written= as= functions.=&gt; दस
ू रा&lt;/obj.add(11,&gt; ऐड फं शनआउट कॉल करेगा&lt;/iostream&gt;
&lt;/iostream&gt; &lt;/iostream&gt; can, so that we can do without them. This makes C++ partial object-oriented Is passed back and forth Objects. A message usually contains the name of the object, method name and actual data that has to be sent to another object. The advantages of OOPLet allow us to re-use existing
code through inheritance by discussing some of the advantages of OOP.#1) ReusabilityOOP. We can easily get existing functionality and improve on it without re-writing the code. This resulted in less bloated code.#2) modularity we modularize the program in OOP, it is easy to modify or disturb the program if there is a

problem or new feature or enhancement is to be added. Modularization also helps code clarity and makes it more readable. #3) Flexibility helps us in flexible programming using the polymorphism feature. Since polymorphism takes many forms, we can have operators or functions that will work with multiple objects and
thus protect us from writing different functions for each object #5 #4. Only the data required for the smooth operation of the program are in contact with the user by hiding the internal details. ConclusionOop is the most important and flexible programming paradigm of modern programming. It is especially useful in modeling
real-world problems and is thus very popular. We have discussed the various features of OOP in this tutorial. Moving forward, we will discuss all these features in detail. The next topic in this series will focus on classes and objects in c++ detail with OOP. =&gt; Absolute C++ Click here for training series. chain.
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